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From Digital To Tangible 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

The PetitShib Project arises through years of studies on the world of 
cryptocurrencies as a new modern payment system inspired by decentralized 
investments that gave rise to the digital asset Bitcoin, the mother of all 
cryptocurrencies, something new and amazing, using mathematical equations 
complex, formed by mathematical algorithms, a process based on encrypted 
block chains that make it establish itself as a secure and functional system as an 
exchange of digital assets. By virtue of this, we managed to develop our 
cryptocurrency through the Binance Smart Chain network, managing to build a 
Token based on smart contracts. 
 
The PetitShib project came with proposals and realities that make it a great 
visionary project. This is a token that will become digital gold in the future, where 
everyone will want to have it due to its usability and trust. PetitShib together with 
its PetitTeam community will make it a reality to go from the digital to the tangible, 
PetitShib is immersed in the World of the Metaverse, a universe that combines a 
large totally useful ecosystem, deeper than a commercial exchange, the 
PetitTeam community will have a participation active in the development of new 
Mega PetitShib projects. 
  
PetitShib it is a token that offers great solutions to many problems, with PetitShib 
you will be your own central bank  
  
PetitShib Ecosystem is Huge and Ambitious projects  
  

• PetitShib digital token and allies Thiaran Inu and La Jauria 

• MarketPlace NFT's 

• La Jauria video gameVirtual Store 

• Virtual store 

• Exchange  
• Spacial Station Simulator (thematic park) 

• PetitShi Foundation  
  

DIGITAL SHEET 
  
ShibaInu's son is the puppy Petit (PetitShib) 
 
PetitShib is a cryptographic token that allows you to make person-to-person 
transfers, send and receive payments securely from your mobile or computer 
from anywhere in the world, without the need to access a traditional bank. 
PetitShib is an innovative token that forms the new payment model of the future. 
The digital token exchange where everyone has access to this market and with 
the great PetitTeam community that will turn it into digital gold for whoever owns 
it. 
 



PetitShib is a token built on the Blockchain (BSC) network using BEP20 that will 
soon become a highly valued digital asset due to its solemnity, ease of use and 
trust in its community around the world. Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a 
network blockchain designed to run smart applications. BSC works in alignment 
with Binance Smart Chain (BC) Binance Native, one of the best exchanges in 
the world due to its trading volume, offering users the best of both worlds: high 
transaction capacity of BC and smart contract capacity of BSC. 
 
PetitShib meets a friendly and sustainable ecosystem of the PetitTeam 
community that structures it. Petitshib has planned to develop a trading platform 
where to exchange PetitShib virtual tokens into tangible products and daily 
necessities easily, through the exchange of digital tokens such as PetitShib and 
other cryptocurrencies and allied tokens. 
 
The PetitShib crypto ecosystem has several projects, which contemplate the 
creation of a digital token called PetitShib (Petit) with the aim of becoming 
(Digital Gold) one of the strongest cryptocurrencies in the crypto market due to 
its condition of converting the digital into tangible , for its usability, its trust and 
the community that supports it "PetitTeam", in which you can buy from a phone 
to a house, the project has its allied tokens Thiara Inu (Thi) & La Jauria (THP). 
Thiara Inu is a PetitShib ally token that has a special feature for PetitShib users, 
La Jauria (THP). It is a special token that will be used in the video game La 
Jauria de PetitShib and will be used as a payment exchange between the 
PetitTeam community. 
 
PetitShib will become a pioneer in Real Estate with a future project for solutions 
in the construction of houses in the real estate sector that can be bought and 
sold with cryptocurrencies. 

 
NFT'S MARKETPLACE 

  
The PetitShib ecosystem will integrate a Non-Fungible MarketPlace (NFT) that 
will provide digital assets NFT's to its PetitTeam community, offering a 
marketplace in the world of the metaverse that will allow the direct sale of non-
fungible tokens at fixed prices or prices through an auction, based on in the BSC 
network. 
 

VIDEO GAMES 
 
The video games of the PetitShib ecosystem will immerse you in a multisensory 
world technical developments of the world and the Internet that will take you to 
various virtual environments spaces. 
 
The world of the Metaverse will provoke you emotions of a new virtual universe, 
a virtual learning environment where you interact socially and economically 
with friends as avatars in cyberspace. 
 
La Jauría is immersed in the world of the metaverse, La Jauría is an educational 
virtual game in which PetitShib, son of Shiba Inu, an adorable puppy will lead the 
pack to defend his father from enemies, the video game has several canine 



characters and other breeds, they'll brainstorm and share amazing adventures, 
great for little ones at home and their parents and friends. 
 
La Jauria will be an entertaining video game that for the first time will integrate 
families in their moment of relaxation. La Jauría is a video game where players 
can play, build, own and monetize their experiences virtually. They could also 
invest their cryptocurrencies and earn more coins. The Pack will have key 
objectives to get their rewards through space, travel, players will learn about 
science, the universe, the great galactic system, real calculations of physics and 
mathematics. 
 
In the La Jauría video game there will be a series of experiences, players will 
participate with each other using strategies, knowledge and tactics to achieve 
objectives, fulfill missions, defeat aliens, conquer planets, destroy asteroids and 
be rewarded with digital assets, NFT and tokens. of the ecosystem. 
 
La Jauría will hold a virtual event once a year, all registered members will be able 
to participate, they will receive a registration code and participate in great special 
expeditions, they can reach the proposed objectives to win rewards in digital 
assets NFT's and cryptocurrencies.  
 

SPACE STATION SIMULATOR 
  
Most people have dreamed of being astronauts since they were children, for 
years, a dream for so many children to travel to space and look at the Earth from 
the outside is something that many aspire to in this life. 
 
But achieving it is not an easy task, and not only because of the difficulty of 
meeting most of the requirements of agencies such as NASA. With the 
construction of the space station many dreams of children and adults will come 
true, in the space station simulator people will be able to live the most fun and 
incredible space experience that they never thought they would have. 
 
The project will have a space station and space vehicles, where visitors will be 
able to live unique and extraordinary moments, passing through the space 
station, being able to perform movements as if they were traveling in space. The 
station and spacecraft will feature apparatus and equipment as if they were in a 
real spacecraft cabin. 
 
In this project, the same conditions that astronauts face in space will be recreated. 
 
  

PETITSHIB FOUNDATION 
  
The PetitShib Foundation will be a non-profit organization that will provide 
protection, rescue and adoption of abused and abandoned dogs. 
 
The PetitShib foundation will be dedicated to providing the necessary conditions 
for sheltering rescued animals. The main objective of the PetitShib foundation will 



be to place rescued dogs and cats in responsible family groups and permanent 
homes, 
 
The PetitShib Foundation will have a professional group of veterinarians and a 
great team of volunteers, pet lovers to take care of each pet that comes to the 
Foundation. 
 

PETITSHIB WILL HAVE A SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 
 
 
Student Scholarships: This type of scholarship will be aimed at disadvantaged 
students. It offers scholarships to full-time students in need and of disadvantaged 
origin, they are aimed at elementary, secondary and middle school students. 
 
 
Sports scholarships: This support is aimed at young people who have some 
sports talent, granting them a single aid as compensation for their career and 
promotion of training in this field. 
 

 

Phase 1 
 

• Token and Website Launcn 

• White Paper 

• Coinmarketcap Capitalization Listing 

• Coingecko Listing 

• PancakeSwap Exchange Announcement 

• Achieve 1,000 Petit Team Holder 

• Post Project Launch Marketing 
 
Phase 2 
 

• Launch of NFT Marketplace 

• 3000 Holder of the Petitshib community 

• PetitTeam Membership Project 

• Listed in Centralized Exchange 
 
 
 
 
Phase 3 
 

• Opening of PetitShib Foundation 

• 5000 Holder of Petit Team 

• Listing in Centralized Exchange. 

• Launch of Electronic Commerce Listing of Petitshib in centralized 
exchange 

 
Phase 4 



 

• Launch of the Video Game 

• Launch of the Virtual Store 

• Launch of Digital Wallets 

• 6000 Petit Team Holder 
 
Phase 5 
 

• DEX Wallet Launch 

• 20,000 Petitshib Holders 
 
 
Phase 6 
 

• Launch of the first stage of the Space Station Simulator Project 


